
Real Conversations about debt

Being on the Sane Page with your money.
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LET'S WORK TOGETHER!
A speaker and financial coach, Maura specializes in empowering people to bring  
money conversations out of the closet. Supporting clients to achieve long term
financial success  is a powerful and honourable calling.  The first step in that journey is
building trust, so clients are comfortable sharing their current reality and their desired
future. She shares techniques and strategies to help people understand how to create
the environment and relationship to have the right money conversations. Maura
would love to work with you, to create a money workshop that delivers.

Maura makes it easy to talk about money. It is a
complex topic influencing every aspect of our life. All
people have spending/saving patterns with money
mostly driven by unconscious emotions. Engaging
Maura gives you access to clarify and use tools to
intentionally reach your financial and lifestyle goals.

Money and Empathy, a powerful
way to talk about money

SPEAKING TOPICS

How Behaviours and Beliefs Impact
Your Financial Foundation

Get Connected to Your Money Purpose

Health and Wealth, identifying your
unique abundance connection
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LET'S WORK TOGETHER!

Your matter-of-fact attitude dissolved any shame,
blame or guilt feelings about where we are, helped us
recognize our strengths and identify positive options,
and allowed us to develop a solid “we” perspective as
we move into this next phase of our financial lives.
Thank you

Tailored Presentations Available

SPEAKER ENGAGEMENT

Digital workbook available

Let’s have real conversations about money
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